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The fanzine that says: Hey, students! Get out of the city 

and into the sunshine. 
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“What music do you like?” 

 “A bit of everything.” 

“Shit answer.” 

I always hated talking about music when I was younger. Well, I hated talking  

about music with the people at school. I’d decided that they didn’t care enough.  

Music was a passive thing for them, something nice in the background. They weren’t suffering for 

the cause – just picking stuff from TV adverts and Radio 1 once it was big. They weren’t going to see 

‘hotly tipped’ bands down at York’s tiny Fibbers venue, sitting through the worst of the local Oasis 

wannabes for the chance to see, I dunno, Bloc Party play to a bored barman, five emo girls and me. 

I got obsessed with music, read anything I could get my hands on, stayed in to listen to Steve Lamacq 

preach his brand of Britpop on late night Radio 1, stick around for a bit of John Peel – joining in with 

their hype and convincing myself I loved it. I browsed new fangled web forums on dial-up and then 

running down the local record shop to splurge a tenner on a selection of 7” singles. Being ahead of 

the curve was the aim – not the actual enjoyment. 

“What music do you like?” 

 “Pop Music.” 

“What do you mean?” 

Then aged sixteen I realised with all the profundity of a precocious teenager that I was being an 

idiot. And a poor quality snob to boot. I didn’t actually like a lot of needlessly obtuse music very 

much. Bands didn’t need to have guitars and write their own songs to be ‘proper’. I can make my 

own rules as to what constitutes ‘shit’ and ‘amazing’. Success can be good – but the underground 

and lesser-spotted stuff has just has just as much value. I liked ‘Pop’. That didn’t have to mean 

popular. ‘Pop’ was something that everyone could adore if only they were willing to give it a go – be 

it Johnny Boy, Galaxie 500 or Girls Aloud. Or a best-selling novel. Or an amazing underground film. 

I took to scrawling ‘This Is Pop’ on everything I could find. I became completely obsessed with those 

three words. You can put them in any order, play around with them, and squeeze them into any 

format. This fanzine is a selection of things that I consider ‘Pop’. It’s places, people, histories, music, 

suggestions, guides and thoughts that will hopefully be interesting. And with a wonderful cover by 

the very talented Fuchsia Macaree who perfects the art of drawing dreams.  

I’m doing this for fun – if you want to say it’s a load of rubbish, say thanks, write something for the 

next issue, get me to write something for your publication or tell me off for leaving this fanzine in 

your cafe/shop/library then please contact me. Jim Waterson 

It’s always nice to say hello. Call/text: 07986 520549 or email: jim@thisispop.org 

WELCOME... Page 2 

WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN: Somewhere in this issue there is a hidden Manatee. Text/email the 

page number it appears on for a chance to win a fantastic prize. “Really fantastic”, to quote 

Frank Sidebottom. In the event of more than one person bothering to enter the prize will be 

given to the entrant who can do the best impression of a seacow. WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN 
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   More Shoes And You Get What You Deserve”. On repeat. Forever. 

Eva started running the Unicorn clothes shop some time ago. 
She hasn’t stopped since. It’s a place of calm at 5 Ship Street, 
offering a silent site for rummaging through vintage clothes in 
the centre of Oxford. The clothes are piled high and it’s hard for 
more than a couple of customers to squeeze into the shop, 
situated opposite Jesus College and beside the far more 
commercial “Heroes” cafe. I went to have a hushed chat with 
her. 
 
What was it before? 
I think it was a gallery with pottery and art and things. 
[At this point a clothing rack collapses after a customer dares to 
touch it. We struggle to secure it with a coat hanger to a twisted 
piece of tape that clearly can't take the weight. After a while all 
parties give up on the clearly unstable situation.] 
 
How did you end up starting the shop? 
I think I started with my friend. But then she moved to the north 
of England and I took it over. 
 
Where are you from originally? 
Slovenia, in the former Yugoslavia. [The rack collapses again. 
Much pushing and moving.] I got married and moved over in the 
’70s… 
  
Where does your stock come from? 
A lot comes from dealers but mostly it’s my own stock. 
 
Do you know what you’ve got available? 
I sort it day by day. Sometimes I do more, sometimes I do less. It 
depends on how busy I am. I know more or less what is here. 
 
Has it always been the same setup? 
I think I started in the early 80s so that was a bit different at the 
time. So that was more 80s stuff. Now it’s all come around and 
we’re getting the same clothes. 
 
There’s no standard theme here… 
It’s always been a mix. 
 
What do students make of the shop? 
Students are very nice, yes. My best customers are students. 
They come for parties and hire things out. 
 
Do you just choose the prices on the spot? 
Yes, according to the brand. Some things are in more demand. 
Some people just hire it, wear it once. Some things go out for a 
Friday and come back after a weekend. There often for these 
things they have at college with different things. They’ve got 
parties nearly every week it seems… 
 
[A customer wanders in and tries on a dress. Eva knows exactly 
what size it is and exactly why it's the wrong size for this lady. 
Despite the flattering shape it's for a much bigger woman. The 

customer is off to a 
vintage cabaret and 
complements Eva on 
"knowing her clothes 
well". Eva bemoans the 
fact that "everyone 
wants the size 8s and 

10s nowadays."] 
 
Where does the name of the 
shop come from? 
That was the name left on the shop when I took it over. It was 
the name of the gallery.  
 
How come you have you have managed to survive in the 
centre of Oxford? 
I don’t know…maybe I’ll only do it for a couple more years and 
then I’ll close down. 

 
So what if I wanted buy your most expensive item? 
Well some of the dresses will go for up to £180. But mostly 
they’ll sell for under £50 to students, the most popular are for 
£20-30. The shop is much better for women than men. We stock 
things from the 40s, 50s, 60s, 70s and 80s with maybe a few 
modern things. 
 
It’s always so quiet here. 
Yes. But it’s very central but it isn’t because it’s just on a short 
cut. Lots of people have been here for thirty years but have 
never come in to see it. It’s no so busy. There’s only Heroes next 
door. 
 
Do you wear the clothes from here yourself? 
Occasionally…I’m getting older and it doesn’t always suit me any 
more. 
 
The other customer was considering buying something. In a 

shop with no sorting system, no price tags and few commercial 

attractions it’s amazing that Eva’s managed to keep going. A 

later Google search found a photo of the shop tagged “the 

woman running it does not seem to want to sell anything to 

anyone”. I think they’re missing the point. Eva only wants to sell 

to certain people. 
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Page 4 How to make a Cardboard 

Cut-out for a fiver. 
There is a moment in all our lives when all one desires is 

a crude life size cardboard cut-out of someone special. 

This might of an absent loved one, an arch-enemy or of 

Rick Witter from Britpop also-rans Shed Seven. For the 

purposes of this demonstration I’ve decided to make a 

replica of Richard Brodie, a non-League footballer of 

some repute who shares my rosy cheeks but is far 

better at scoring goals and being really happy about it. 

Step one: Find an appropriate photograph of your 

subject. Have them looking straight at the camera. Then 

eliminate all background detail, closely following the 

body. This can be done by begging a favour from your 

arty friend who has a pirated copy of Photoshop and 

knows how to use the ‘Magic Wand’ tool. Alternatively, 

struggle with MS Paint for three hours using the ‘eraser’ 

to eliminate the background pixel by pixel before 

accidentally swamping the screen with the black paint 

pot and saving it as a bitmap file. 

 

This is exactly what Charles Babbage had in mind when 

he invented his difference engine. 

Step two: Extract the edited image in a super-duper 

high res format (photo compression was invented to 

ruin the plans of the aspiring cut-out creator) and 

download the programme Rasterbator (Google to find 

the link). Allow yourself a quick giggle at the name and 

feed the photo into the 

programme. 

Step three: Select 

‘landscape’ for the paper layout – if you’re doing a 

person standing up then you probably want the length 

of two A4 sheets as the width of the person. Click 

‘continue’ and enter 2.0 sheets wide on the ‘output size’ 

screen. 

 

Step four: Click continue again and choose the options 

to generate a PDF file. Ensure that the box showing crop 

lines is ticked (you’ll want them later), reduce the dot 

size to the stupidly small 2mm and choose ‘multi 

colour’. This is not really what Rasterbator is designed 

to do – its original purpose was to blow up photos to 

very large sizes utilising black and white dots that at a 

distance appear as a single image. Here we’re 

attempting to make a relatively small colour printout 

that looks really detailed even under close examination 

– Rasterbator is useful in that it increases the size 

without pixellation. Click continue and make a cup of 

tea as your laptop processor struggles to deal with the 

enormous task you’re asking it do. After a while a PDF 

will be spewed out. Check it, ensure that it looks 

detailed enough and that it’s about the right size and 

then go find a printer.  

Step five: Don’t even consider trying this with an inkjet. 

And I wouldn’t bother using your own laser printer since 
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this sort of project is bad in so many ways – you need 

very high quality technology, it’ll probably break your 

machine, and it uses up ink faster that a very irate 

octopus. The perfect situation is to be a student at a 

university/college with an ample supply of subsidised 

printing or work in the photocopying department of a 

local government office. Given that you’ll be printing 

about twenty pages it’s probably not worth doing if 

you’re paying more than 20p a page. If you can find 

somewhere appropriate then do a test printing of the 

first page and then if that’s fine then print the rest of 

the person out. You’ll have some thin borders so you’ll 

need to carefully guillotine along the crop lines – do it 

badly and you’ll leave gaps, take off a few too many 

millimetres and the whole thing will be askew.  

 

Step six: Find an appropriately tough cardboard box. Try 

going around to the poshest shops at closing time and 

pick up the largest container you can find with the 

thickest possible sides. Shoe shops are great, especially 

upmarket ones. I did Russell & Bromley’s recycling for 

them, opened it up and cut off the flaps. Remember to 

check it’s big enough to contain your man – lay it out to 

check. Buy some standard P.V.A. glue and stick the 

printout to the cardboard page by page. As you learnt in 

art class at primary school, remember to spread the 

glue everywhere but thinly to avoid it bubbling up. 

Step seven: Let the glue dry. Stand back and be slightly 

shocked / appalled / please d with what you’ve 

achieved. Then use a 

Stanley Knife to cut out 

your man. Start with an 

inch thick border and then 

cut it closer if you prefer. 

There will be some 

weaknesses in the 

cardboard where the corners were – strengthen them 

by using the cut-off flaps to double up the thickness. 

Attach them to the back using duct tape. Again, wonder 

why you’re doing this. 

Step eight: You’ve done it. You’ve now got a life size 

cardboard cut-out of your subject. Including printing 

costs, glue and a knife it’s probably cost under a tenner. 

But what the hell do you do with it? In this case you 

realise that you’ve committed yourself to taking this out 

in public, confronting the fact that you’ve JUST MADE A 

CARDBOARD CUT-OUT OF A LANKY NON-LEAGUE 

FOOTBALLER and that you have to take it to the FA 

Trophy final without making it look as though you’re 

some sort of culturally challenged wrestling fan who 

accidentally wandered into the wrong sporting event. 

Oh. Damn.  

Step nine: Carry the cut-out on public transport through 

the metropolis, get admiring glances, let people take 

photos with it at the pub, take it into Wembley stadium 

and watch the real footballer miss chances to score in a 

dour match. Realise that everyone prefers a cardboard 

cut-out replica to the real thing. Consider whether that 

is a truly philosophical point. Give cut-out away to 

someone who actually wants it. 
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So, indie. It’s dead. It’s buried. It’s the 
tiresome name that slinks around the room 
trying to distract us from reading Popjustice 
and wanting to dance to slick synthpop – hey 
kids! Guitars are still ace, honest! Devoid of 
ideas. Devoid of FUN. Boring people use it to 
try and look alternative, not realising that 
they missed the boat by twenty years. 
 
So, Copy Haho. Love songs with that speed 
along, guitars that actually having something 
to say about my life on account of being 
lifted from stuff that isn’t Belle and 
Sebastian. There’s a dose of urgency. There’s 
a load of smiles, a load of jauntiness. 
McClusky with the Lightsabre Cocksucking 
Blues replaced by Ahula-rocknrolla-dancing. 
 

 
 
Which is to say that: they’re good. Nay, 
they’re brilliant. Ignore the indie wrapping 
and enjoy. I first saw them supporting Los 
Campesinos! at the Academy in Oxford and 
then at a sparsely populated gig at The Cellar 
a week or so later. Like us all they’re from a 
small town in the middle of nowhere. Their 
town is Stonehaven, Scotland. Their music is 
good. I waved a mobile phone in front of 
singer Joe and had a slightly drunken chat 

with him. For 
some reason 
(possibly 

their skinny frames) I 
was terrified that the 
impending collapse of 
the music industry 
might kill them by 
starvation or something. 
 
Why do you sing on the left of the stage? 
I guess it stems from Stephen Malkmus 
always playing on one side. When we first 
started I really hated my singing and didn’t 
really enjoy it but I liked playing guitar. 
Richard’s [Bassist] been going AWOL recently 
and wandering around a lot recently… 
 
Are you skint? 
We’re getting to the point where we’re 
actually able to start making a little bit of 
money. Not a lot but enough to cover 
everything have some left over. 
 
Three years ago I’d buy a load of singles 
every week. Now no one pays. 
Everything just uses Google, blogs and 
megaupload instead. I won’t do it for my 
friends records but for other stuff… 
 
So you get the attention but no money. Is 
there any way of squaring it? 
No. The music industry in general is a bit 
over. People have started valuing the bands 
a bit more. On an underground level 
everyone’s really friendly, you get to meet 
people and the general public don’t get to 
see that. When that becomes more wildly 
known maybe it’ll change…I think there’s 
hope but I don’t know what. Someone very 
clever is going to come up with something. 

Page 6 CPY  HEJ HO! 
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HIDDEN OXFORD: DOGS HAVING SEX ON WALL OF BODLEIAN LIBRARY. 
When you’re next walking past the Clarendon building take a moment and slow down outside 

Hertford College by the bridge. Look at the various grotesques high up on the stonework. You’ll 

see the initials ‘TB’ for Thomas Bodleian, found of the library. And to the right you’ll see two dogs 

indulging in perfectly natural acts. 17
th

 century stonemasons had a good sense of humour. 

It all relies on someone coming up with 
something other than Spotify revenue. 
I kinda appreciate the doomed aspect of the 
whole thing. Because it’s probably not going 
to work out. No bands at our level are 
playing for money anyway. As long as you’ve 
got something else going on you can get by. 
 
How did you convince a few labels to stick 
out some singles? 
They all asked. I know if I could start a label 
there’s loads and loads of bands that I’d like 
to put out but I don’t have a lot of money. 
Not only do we want to make the records a 
lot of fun but it’s amazing to having 
something to hold. I know that when I’m 
fifty I’ll be proud. 

 
Still in Stonehaven? 
Yup. Three of us were living in Glasgow for a 
year and a half. But until January we’re 
playing shows and we can’t afford to play 
rent and be away all the time. You can’t pay 
rent and be on tour.  
 
How did you get the Los Campesinos tour? 
We’ve known each other for a while. And we 
have so many mutual friends like Sky Larkin 
so we just got invited. There’s all these 

bands where 
everyone’s friends… 
 
If there’s no money 
coming in then bands 
won’t be able to do 
anything. I don’t know 
how anyone gets by. 
The answer is that they’re not. It’s really 
hard. But you can bitch and moan all you like 
but ignore that artists in any field have 
always struggled traditionally. There’s still 
many more important things. 
 
Everyone still relies on a couple of people in 
town making the effort to organise things. 
I think it always has been. In America there’s 
been things like K Records and Matador that 
have been kids with no money wanting to 
put out records. Domino started because the 
guy who runs it wanted to put out Sebadoh 
– what better reason is there? 
 
What’s the tattoo? 
That’s a cassette. The one up here is an old 
copperplate of a ’30s gent with moustache. 
It’s got a trumpet and moustache. It’s a bit 
sore at the moment and I can’t quite roll up 
my arm to show it… 
 
Buy things from their official site 
(copyhaho.co.uk) or try and get a copy of 
their super brilliant 7″ “Wrong Direction” 
since it’s the best thing they’ve done. 
Although apparently it’s sold out so you 
might as well just rip it off Hype Machine like 
everyone else. 
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If you’re planning the destruction of the world 

then you need a fair few people. And if you’re 

going to have a load of people sitting around you 

might as well put them somewhere nice – and 

build a big settlement to keep them happy. Hell, 

you only get one chance at nuclear war and you 

wouldn’t want your guys to be the ones who 

cocked it up.  

Which is to say: when the Americans set up home 

at RAF Upper Heyford, a fairly inconsequential 

WW2 bomber base about ten miles north of 

Oxford, they really went overboard on building 

the town. They created an entire new community 

alongside the runway with school, supermarket, 

petrol station, cinema, hospital, florist, baseball 

courts, diners, pubs and long rows of apartments. 

They looked after their men. But then the war 

ended: one day in 1993 they left, took their 

planes and bombs back to the states and left the 

keys under the doormat for the MOD to pick up. 

The MOD wanted to put 10,000 homes on the 

site. The local council disagreed. Fifteen years 

later they’re only just sorting out their 

differences.  

Get the 25A Heyfordian bus 

from central Oxford (just outside the Magdalen 

Street Odeon) and it’ll drop you right in the 

centre of the base. It’s largely as you expect – 

high fences, security checkpoints, decaying signs 

threatening the Official Secrets Act on anything 

that moves…except that there’s quite a lot of 

people around for an abandoned base. Because a 

large chunk of the better housing (it seems to be 

the old RAF accommodation) seems to have gone 

into private hands and is still used.  

But jump over the fence and you’re in a very 

strange ghost town. Most of the brick buildings 

on the civilian side seem to have been built late in 

the base’s lifespan and have more of a Reagan 

utilitarian feel than the original WW2 sheds that 

exist around the fringes of the site. Endless 

barracks, military police offices and recreation 

buildings sit there, locked up and amazingly free 

of vandalism. Photos suggest that there are ways 

into many of these buildings – we didn’t find 

many. It’s a fairly secure and disturbingly tidy site 

that’s not exactly the easiest spot to get to if 

you’re a bored teenager. It didn’t even seem to 

attract that many peace protesters - there was 

Page 8 Come, come Nuclear Bombs 
An abandoned Cold War town 

just outside Oxford. 
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some peacecamp of sorts but the airmen didn’t 

seem too put off by the existence of a few 

grizzled hippies and it played second fiddle to 

Greenham Common where the juicier ICBMS 

were based. All that was based here was a rapid-

response unit: you’d sit in you plane with the 

engine running and the payload ready to go for a 

four hour shift. And if, after four hours , Reagan 

hadn’t pressed the red button then you got out of 

your plane and went to the diner for something 

to eat.  

This was something of a boomtown in old 

Ronald’s time – in 1986 planes took off from here 

on the botched raid to blow up Gaddafi in Tripoli. 

(At the same time down the road Boris Johnson 

was leading the Oxford Union, the Headington 

shark was raised as a vague statement about the 

madness of war and Amelia Fletcher was sitting 

on Cowley Road playing around with the words to 

‘Talaluh Gosh’. It was a more a polarised world 

back then.) They also tried to prove their worth 

by taking part in Operation Desert Storm before 

everything shut up shop. 

So there’s a ‘recreation center’ (still displaying the 

times that videos should be returned by) with 

endless parking lots and on the other side of the 

site a bowling alley, baseball pitches, a running 

track and a school. Take care when visiting the 

latter – while it’s entertaining to find bags of early 

90s Mariah Carey tapes in 

old classrooms there’s a 

nasty taste in the air and 

a load of asbestos lying 

around. We couldn’t even 

get into the perfectly 

preserved Volleyball 

court. And this is all aside from the enormous 

infrastructure (miles of fencing, water towers, a 

bloody great big hospital) that are harder to shift. 

No wonder it’s hard to work out what do with the 

site, especially since it’s now considered historic.  

We didn’t even get onto the runway itself or get a 

chance to see its many enormous hangars. It’s 

just too big a site and there is some token 

security – the runway that was reinforced for F1-

11 bombers is now used as a standing area for 

thousands of company cars so there’s proper 

security and they’re not too happy about you 

wandering around. However there are tours that 

are run on ad-hoc basis around the military 

elements of the base during the week – give the 

industrial estate a call to find out more.  

This place is going to be redeveloped pretty soon 

with some houses built and other bits turned into 

a museum. You can’t just leave it rotting away 

forever but by sticking up explanatory signs for 

school groups and printing visitors guide the site 

will lose some of its bizarre wonder. I’d get there 

sooner rather than later. 
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Stephen Wells was a journalist. One of the best. 

He wrote about music and about sport and about 

psychogeography and he really gave a shit. He 

didn’t care much about decorum or meeting 

famous people – to him everything was political. 

He had an amazing style that I’d never attempt to 

ape which he used to escape Bradford and launch 

a career at Melody Maker and NME went it 

meant something. He was a hilarious, brilliant ball 

of wit and anger, chucking bile around at anyone 

and everything. He died in Philadelphia last year - 

two days before Michael Jackson – after telling 

cancer to just fuck off for two years and 

documenting hospital life with more vulgarity 

than I thought possible.   

He’d hate being written about by a pseudish 

Oxford student. But screw him. Secretly he’d like 

the excuse to angry. So I’m just going to print 

some of his best bits. You really should Google 

him and read more.  

On music videos: “I woke up Monday morning and 

decided to become a pop video director. The 

Manic Street Preachers, those over-educated 

punky Welsh working-class homoerotic 

situationists with a death wish and a mega-yen 

recording contract were about to release a single, 

so I hammered out a treatment with my friend, 

Nick Small and arranged to meet the record 

company. We start with a little girl getting her 

head jumped on by a horrible old man and end 

with a woman committing suicide by shooting 

herself between the legs, having gained her 

revenge in the meantime by killing all the men." 

On Belle & Sebastian: Self-loving, knock-kneed, 

passive aggressive, dressed-up-in-kiddy-clothes, 

mock-pop-creepiness peddling, smug, 

underachieving, real-pop-hating no-talents 

celebrating their own 

inadequacy with music so 

white it’s translucent. 

On cancer: The fluid flows 

into my already swollen 

ball bag, making it enormous. This is something 

they don't show you on ER. It gets so big that I 

have to carry my balls around the house in my 

hands when I'm not wearing underpants. 

Seriously. And when the fluid drains out of your 

scrotal sac, guess where it goes next? Can you? 

That's right, for about a week I sport a huge, fluid-

filled fringe under the head of my penis, making it 

look like some weird skinhead Gila-lizard from 

hell. I tell every male I meet about this. They are 

all, without exception, appalled. One says: 

"Cancer victim or not, if you don't shut the fuck 

up right now, I'm going to punch you." 
 

On politics/music: Eggheads with too much time 

on their hands often like to debate the question: 

"Is it OK to like Wagner even though he was a 

dirty Nazi?" I'd like to turn that question on its 

head and ask: "What is the correct position to 

adopt regarding bands with splendid politics but 

absolutely rotten music?" This was the dilemma I 

faced on election night, 1997. Labour were 

winning by a landslide, ending 18 nightmare years 

of Tory oppression, maaaan. I was as happy as a 

dog with five, no, six dicks. My head was a 

carnival of exploding endorphins, even as I 

walked to the Levellers concert I was reviewing 

that evening. The air stank of patchouli, cheap 

rolling tobacco and wet dogs. Gut punched by 

nausea, I turned and pushed my way through the 

packed black-clad mass of wild-eyed and horribly 

jiggly neo-hippies, eventually spilling out on to 

the pavement where I collapsed and dry-heaved 

like I'd just been kung-fu kicked in the nads by a 

mastodon. Which in a way, of course, I had.  
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One explanation: The Shark fell into the roof of 2 
New High Street, Headington in August 1986. It’s 
been stuck there ever since. The creature is 
positioned on a pretty but otherwise insignificant 
row of Victorian semis in suburban Oxford – look 
hard and you’ll glimpse it from the top deck of 
the coach to London. The shark’s a stubborn 
creature. The local council tried to get it to come 
down, reasoning that the house couldn’t take the 
weight – but the paranoid owner had prepared, 
putting up steel girders in case any aquatic 
creatures chose to fall through his roof. Then the 
government worried about other copycat 
kamikaze sharks. But the animal wouldn’t budge. 
So they left it. 

 

Another: Bill Heine, an 
American who ran a few 
cinemas (including the 
Penultimate Picture 
Palace, later to be renamed the ‘Ultimate’) had 
had enough. He thought the world was going 
crazy. He did have a point: CND protests were big 
news, The Smiths were on Top of the Pops and 
Britain was being painfully transformed from an 
industrial backwater into a glitzy finance-centred 
nation. So he did what we’d all do in the same 
situation. He stuck a fibre glass shark on his roof. 
 
There’s a lot to be read about this structure. 
Wikipedia is your friend for a lot of the basics. But 
after fighting the council for five years regarding 
the right of man to stick a shark on his own roof 
the planning decision went to the very top of 
government. At the government department the 
head civil servant concerned with legal matters 
came up with this stunning defence of art which 
is better than anything Brian Sewell has ever said:  

“In this case it is not in dispute that the shark is 
not in harmony with its surroundings, but then it 
is not intended to be in harmony with them. The 
basic facts are there for almost all to see. Into this 
archetypal urban setting crashes (almost literally) 
the shark. The contrast is deliberate ... and, in this 
sense, the work is quite specific to its setting. The 
Council is understandably concerned about 
precedent here. The first concern is simple: 
proliferation with sharks (and Heaven knows what 
else) crashing through roofs all over the City. This 
fear is exaggerated. In the five years since the 
shark was erected, no other examples have 
occurred. Only very recently has there been a 
proposal for twin baby sharks in the Iffley Road. 
But any system of control must make some small 
place for the dynamic, the unexpected, the 
downright quirky. I therefore recommend that the 
Headington shark be allowed to remain.”   

Sharky sans George 

www.thisispop.org // This Is Pop: Watching your team score a last-minute winning goal,

 the entire terrace surging forwards as one and ending up in a pile on the floor. 



STONED & DETHRONED #1 

Britain’s largest phallus. 
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Because there’s more to Britain’s pre-history than 
Stonehenge. And it’s all coated in a sense of 
humour, focussed on pissing off the neighbouring 
tribes and showing them who is boss. And more 
than anything it’s about building really, really 
large fertility symbols on prominent positions that 
are still standing 4,000 years later. 
 
The Rudston Monolith is a 26ft penis that has 
stood erect in the ancient East Yorkshire 
countryside since around 2,000BC. It’s enormous. 
Pictures don’t quite justify its size or how bizarre 
it is to see this carefully shaped ancient prick 
sticking out from the surrounding fields on a little 
hillock. Whoever put it here really cared – they 
dragged the enormous grit stone from over 10 
miles away to form the focus of their centre of 
worship. We don’t know who their deity was. 

When the Christians arrived they didn’t know 
what to do. This phallus wasn’t exactly “on-
message” but it sure wasn’t shifting any time  
soon. So they used the traditional religious tactic 
of converting the site for their own purpose and 
built a church next to it. The poor stone was left 
alone to stand proud amongst the graves and 
serenade the old ladies arriving for Holy 
Communion in this Wolds village.  

Rudston is in the middle of the middle of 
nowhere. The nearest town is Bridlington - the 
sort of seaside resort that makes Scarborough 
look like Vegas. It’s also home of David Hockney 
(who only seems to paint this little corner of 
England). He’s certainly visited this ancient site; I 
like to think he’s a fan. It’s big and stupid and 
brash. It’s brilliant – we don’t give Ancient Britons 
enough credit for their sense of humour. 

www.thisispop.org // This Is Pop: 2x rashers of streaky bacon. A well-fried egg. Bury 

    black pudding. Cumberland sausages. No tomatoes. 
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YES! CERTIFIED! 


